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THE OPENING
In the Name of Allah the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
All the praises and thanks are to Allah,
the Lord of the ‘Alamin (mankind, jinn and all that exists)
The Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
The only owner (and the only ruling judge)
of the Day of Recompense (ie the Day of Resurrection)
You (alone) we worship, and You (alone) we ask for help (for everything)
Guide us to the Straight Way
The Way of those on whom You have bestowed Your Grace,
Not (the way) of those who earned Your Anger, nor of those who went 
astray

Surat Al-Fatihah
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A new format has been approved for the Yearbook to have an online version available to 
parents rather than printed materials.  Throughout the Yearbook there are various links 
you can click on to view articles, videos and other websites (links are highlighted in 
blue).  We do hope that you enjoy this version as we become a paperless society ...

Although 2019 has come to an end we will never forget what a great year it was.  This 
yearbook is a treasure chest full of memories and experiences from our students and 
staff.

Here, you can look back at the events held throughout the year with your friends and 
teachers with fond memories.  

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate our graduating students and wish 
them all the very best with their future career choices.  Looking forward to an even better 
2020.

The Editor

Letter from the Editor
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Assalamualaikum wbt

Welcome to Al-Taqwa College’s 2019 Yearbook which 
gives you an insight of our activities and development 
throughout the year. This year we have chosen to produce 
the year book digitally instead of the traditional hard 
copies, adopting the paperless concept.

Al-Taqwa College has had a revolutionary year with lots of 
modifications in achieving high performance, embedding 
high quality management throughout the entire school. 
If you have followed our Facebook posts and website, 
you will surely have enjoyed our College’s activities in 
Melbourne as well as our sister-school in Sentul, Bogor, 
Indonesia.

The College’s achievements in both academic and social 
realms had been overwhelming and I am very proud of 
my students and teachers for their tireless contributions 
in continuing our success, year after year. Activities to 
be highlighted are the Quran Competition, Art Exhibition, 
Camps, Excellence Day, sporting activities, debating and 
social media which were all well supported by our staff, 
parents and students.  I thank everyone for their continued 
encouragement and support.  We had excellent results in 
sporting events and various competitions throughout the 
year.  I am proud to have bright and confident students 
who participated and won many competitions including 
the Spelling Bee, Debates, Public Speaking and Film 
Festivals. InshaAllah, I look forward to maintaining 
excellent results for 2019 VCE and I feel confident that 
our students will do well after their studie effort including 
additional holiday classes offered by our staff at the 
College.

Community involvement with the 
College was also overwhelming. 
We had many regular volunteers 
during the month of Ramadan, Eid Fitr and Eid Adha with 
carparking assistance and I thank them dearly for the care 
and responsibility towards everybodys safety.

The College’s Fete Day was held on Saturday 19 October 
and turned out to be very successful considering 
Melbourne’s weather. Fete Day is a community fun day 
where we meet and catch up with each other, whilst 
enjoying a sociable atmosphere.

Al-Taqwa College supports a positive environment and 
are we closely connected with local schools and the wider 
communities. As part of our commitment to safety, we 
expect our stakeholders to follow and implement the good 
practices and policies of the College.  We always strive 
to strengthen partnerships with parents and continue 
improving student outcomes, wellbeing and engagement.

Lastly, I acknowledge and extend my profound thanks to 
all members of the School Board, the Ad-Hoc Committees 
for their direction and constructive advice to me during the 
year. I would also like to thank to all staff in the Education 
and Administration Departments as well as parents/
guardians for their continuous support to the College.  I 
am grateful to Allah (swt) for giving me such a great team!  
I take this opportunity to wish you a happy, safe and 
prosperous 2020.
 
I hope you will find our year book enjoyable and should 
you have any feedback for improvement to our Yearbook, 
we welcome your advice.  

Wassalam

Omar Hallak
PRINCIPAL

Principal’s Message

https://www.al-taqwa.sch.id/
https://www.al-taqwa.sch.id/
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Junior Library
The Junior Library hosted the AliGator Book Fair with the 
Arabic/Religion Department during the first two weeks of 
Ramadan.  Many students and teachers bought special 
Eid gifts such as books and novelty items for family and 
friends and the College received some free books.

To promote books and reading. the Junior Library held a 
Scholastic Book Fair during Term 2.  The exciting theme 
was ‘Catch the Reading Wave’.  It was very popular with 
students, parents and teachers and we enjoyed seeing 

everyone visit the library and have fun.  The librar received 
free books as a commission.

During Term 2 Years Foundation, 1 and 2 students 
celebrated National Simultaneous Storytime as well as 
Library and Information Week.  They shared the reading 
of the picture book ‘Alpacas with Maracas’ by Australian 
author and illustrator Matt Cosgrove.  This was followed by 
a fun activity.

During Term 3, Years Foundation, 1 and 2 celebrated 
Children’s Book Week during their library classes. The 
theme this year was ‘Reading is My Secret Power’.  
Students really enjoyed learning about libraries, Australian 
authors and illustrators. 

Lisa Demir
LIBRARIAN
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SEEP
SNAPSHOT
It was an exciting start to 2019 with loads of activities 
and fun events. Year 4I was been buzzing with so much 
learning each and every single day. We embarked on 
setting some goals in academics, behaviour and personal 
levels for each student.

We were very much on track to achieve our increased 
targets for reading online with Reading Eggs which made 
learning to read interesting and engaging for students. 
In maths, using the principles of growth mindset to play 
games on Manga High improved our student’s confidence 
to take on challenging questions.

Reading Eggs progress                                                                                          

Manga High progress
We also learnt about the historical ways of our Indigenous 
people and their first contact with convicts. To further 
enhance our understanding we visited Polly Woodside, 
Docklands. This was just the beginning!

Diary of a convict

Apart from regular learning, Year 4I was engaged with 
other classes participating in hands on tasks with the Year 
3 and Year 5 students.  This was an opportunity to change 
the focus of learning from achieving a certain ‘grade’ to 
individual personal bests. This altered the nature of the 
learning experience to lead students to value learning and 
the learning processes. Furthermore, students developed a 
greater respect for individual differences across the board.

Shared reading time with Year 3.

      
Maths games session with Year 5.

WE, THE SEEP STUDENTS 
BELIEVE

Ways to be together

Rafia Reshma & 4I Students
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Year 2D Events

Learning about measurements using 
meter tape

Learning place value using MAB blocks

Word tiles activity.

Showing kindness towards a departing classmate

Assembly presentation for Ramadan Moon

Eid gift exchangeWoodwork Incursion Professor Math incursion
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Welcome Foundation
The first day of school was an important time for our 
foundation students as they settled into Al-Taqwa College.  
As they transitioned from Pre-school to primary our goal 
was to establish classroom routines, learn how to make 
new friends and work in stimulating learning environment. 

Here are some photos showcasing some of the new talent 
at Al-Taqwa, some learning behaviours already being 
displayed and the rich resourceful classrooms which 
uphold the Islamic ethos of Al-Taqwa College.  Enjoy and 
welcome to Foundation 2019.

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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Welcome Foundation cont’d

The Year 2 students learnt all about Communities in Integrated Studies.  To allow 
students to extend their knowledge and apply what they learnt about, they set off on 
a bus ride around the Wyndham City community, ticking off important places on their 
checklist.

The students visited such places as; Pacific Werribee, Aqua Pulse Leisure Centre, 
Old Werribee Shire Hall, Wyndham City Council, Werribee Police Station, Melbourne 
University/Victoria University and Werribee Mercy Hospital just to name a few.

The students enjoyed morning tea at Wyndham Harbour in Werribee South followed 
by lunch at Forsyth Park. It was a lovely experience for the students who were able to 
enjoy seeing the real places that they had been learning about.

Community Bus Ride
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Sporting Tournaments
IN CLASS BASKETBALL

What a fantastic day at the cricket tournament!  The ATC 
boys won both games! A perfect record to get them into 
the finals against the pool B champions.  

Our boys beat Good News by 13 runs, batting first we 
lead by the Al Capitaino Moosa Ismail with an outstanding 
innings of 31 not out to put ATC in a commanding position 
4/67 after 10 overs. Needing the bowlers to back up the 
batters in order to come out victorious, Hisham and Obaid 
steered the team to a comfortable win with two wickets 
each. 

ATC went on to batting second in the next game to 
smash the opposition again by chasing 39 runs with no 
outs. They bowled out Tarneit in nine overs. Mayez and 
Moosa put on a dominating performance with the ball 
both getting three wickets each. Our boys needed to make 

39 runs in 24 balls to qualify for the grand final. In came 
Hisham to the crease with an unbeatable 21 runs to steer 
the boys to VICTORY and into the grand final with one ball 
to spare!!! 

Our Captain, Moosa Ismail along with Hisham Ali, lead 
us to a successful day. They scored an easy 40-50 
runs, with approximately four wickets each.  Moosa 
displayed an inspiring captaincy role the entire day. He 
did his best to get all players involved and performed 
spectacularly.  Mayez, Isa and Obaid also played very well, 
scoring countless runs, gaining wickets and fielding like 
professionals.  

The sportsmanship of the boys was fantastic, as they 
respected their opponents and the umpires, as well as 
each other. 

CRICKET

February was the beginning of our in-school Junior 
Basketball Tournament for our Junior Secondary students. 
Both 7E and 7F started the tournament, with 7F coming 
out of the blocks to win the game comfortably (3-0) 
led by their captain Abubakar. Class 7F continued their 
dominance in the second game against 7G and won (1-0) 
with a place in the Grand Final.  Game 3, was between 
7E and 7G, with the winner going through to the finals 
to play undefeated 7F. The game had spectators on 
edge with the game going into extra time. In the end, 
7E prevailed to win (4-2) led by the inspiring captain 
Hamza Abshir. Game 4, was the Grand Final between 
7F and 7E this was for bragging rights. This game had it 
all, spectators cheered and players went wild scoring for 
their teams. Half time scores were locked up (3-3). With 

one minute left, Abdi Aziz 
Jama shot a 3 pointer to put 
7E in front, crowning them 
the CHAMPIONS and the 
bragging rights for Year 7! This 
was a team effort by the boys 
from 7E.  

The Year 8 boys Basketball 
Tournament was a riveting 
affair with some awesome 
games played. Unfortunately, 
the 8F boys were eliminated 
in the preliminary 
rounds due to 
some exhilarating 
plays from Jawad 
Assaad from 8E. 
This left the final 
between 8E and 
8G and what a 
final it was. Scores 
remained level all 
through the first 
half with Shuayb 
Osman 8G, got his team across the line with a fine second 
half performance. It was a fitting finale to the tournament 
with 8G crowned champions and Shuayb named the MVP 
of the tournament.

Sporting Tournaments cont’d
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Sporting Tournaments cont’d
VOLLEYBALL
The Year 7 girls were excited and nervous during the 
warm up sessions but grew in confidence as they 
approached their first game against Manor Lakes.

Laila kicked things off with some excellent serving, 
scoring points often for ATC, whilst Sulley and Salam 
showed excellent skills returning the ball. Unfortunately, 
we could not stop Manor Lakes and finished the game 
2-0.

Our next match against Tarneit proved difficultwith them 
putting up excellent serves but our girls matched their 
efforts with great digs and setting from Eman, Soubrine 
and Lensa. Though the game was extremely close we 
finished two sets behind, 2-0.

Still determined, our girls practiced relentlessly for their 
final game against Truganina. Malak and Firdous started 
off with brilliant serving, scoring us lots of points and 
winning us our first set. The girls battled for three more 
sets and the score was sitting at 2-2 with one more set 
left to win us the game. Amana and Ataa started serving 
and scored us our first points, however in the last set be 
could not beat Truganina and finished behind 2-3.

It was a challenging and tiring day for our girls however, 
they all played extremely well and grew in confidence, this 
was the first time they played serving full court! They did 
a great job and I am sure next year they will come back 
winning

The Year 8 girls had a fantastic day during the Volleyball 
tournament as they were off to a brilliant start in their first 
game. Nayab and Nawal produced excellent serves with 
Wyndham Central unable to return, whilst Naima and 
Charmaine returned the ball with ease winning points 
quickly. We won two sets, first 8-20 and then 15-20.

Our second game against Tarneit P-9 was much closer. 
We lost our first set 8-20 however we made an excellent 
come back, with Jazzmen and Naima serving. We just lost 
that set 19-21. This did not deter the girls though, with 
them going on to the next game with positive energy.

ATC went straight in to the third game against Manor 
Lakes and played excellently. We fell behind in the first set 
but put up an excellent effort in the second set. Another 
close set, we finished behind 19-21.

We finished our group round in third position. Feeling 
excited we entered in to our last game, playing against the 
thirrd position team from Group B; Truganina P-9. Though 
the girls put up a valiant effort and worked tirelessly we 
unfortunately could not beat them. The scores were 13-20 
and 10-20.

The commitment and effort from our Year 8 girls was 
excellent and their sportsmanship a great example, they 
were complimented by other teachers on their manner. As 
a team we voted Naima as our MVP and praised all girls 
on their effort. They certainly made me proud!

Hannah Clark
H&PE TEACHER

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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Sporting Tournaments cont’d
SPORTS DAY
The ATC Sports Day was a 
very successful event, where 
students and teachers formed 
great bonds between one 
another. Congratulations to House 
Ali (Girls) and House Omar (Boys) 
on their achievements winning the 
2019 Sports Day Trophies.

The teachers were more involved 
this year with a relay race, which 
again Omar took the honours lead 
by the Fab Four Mr Ahmed, Mr 
Michael, Mr Hayes & Mr Hassan. 
To make the event more engaging 
and interacting we had a teacher’s 
vs Year 12 tug-of-war, where the 
honours went to the students. First 
time in ATC’s history, teachers 
lost the battle of strength to the 
students. As you can imaging the 
joy and laughter presented by our 
students.  

Finally, the boys had a knockout 
soccer and tug-of-war tournament 
where Othman took out the 
bragging rights in tug-of-war 
and Omar took the honours in 
soccer. Overall, both students and 
teachers had an enjoyable and 
respectful day.

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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Sporting Tournaments cont’d
SPORTS DAY

100 m run by secondary girls during sports day

Year 7 boys at the finishing line during the 
secondary boys’ sports day

Year 8 boys starting their 100 m sprint

Ali House teachers and students cheering

Ali house winner with her fellow team mate

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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Sporting Tournaments cont’d
H&PE WEEK Year 7 girls aiming for the bull’s eye during archery competition

Inter class basketball competition

Inter class handball competition

Staff vs student soccer competition

Winners of inter class handball competition - 8G 

Inter class basketball competition

Staff vs student handball competition

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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We welcomed two separate groups of Indonesian 
students from the Global Islamic Boarding School (GIBS) 

– located in Banjarmasin, Kalimantan.  As per previous 
years, ATC and GIBS collaborated on cultural exchange 

programs where the Indonesian 
students came to experience life 
in Australia for two weeks.  They 
also attended school, guided by 
a select group of ATC students. 
The experience gave our guests 
a glimpse of life in a multi-cultural 
environment and the opportunity 
to make new friendships.The 
students practiced their English-
speaking skills and even visited 
Camp Coorong!  The students 
left with lasting memories of 
Melbourne and their time spent 
here with us. 

GIBS Visitors

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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CLEAN UP ATC
A group of wonderful Year 3 students took it upon 
themselves to clean up the grounds of Al-Taqwa College 
during their recess and lunchtime.  Well done to Maryam, 
May, Hidaiya, Ayah, Shayma and Fatima.  What a great 
example you set for your peers!

Mind ... Body ... Soul

WORDS OF WISDOM 
Always listen to both sides of the 

story before you judge.  
The first storyteller you will 

always find has modified the 
story for their benefit.  

BE WISE

HEALTH & WELLBEING
It can be so easy for us to take our mental health for 
granted; to prioritise other things; to put it off until next 
week. It can also seem too big and too hard. But it’s not. 
There are some things everyone can do. The following are 
some tips to get you started.

•	 Get	enough	sleep	and	rest.	Sleep	affects	our	physical	
and	mental	health,	but	can	be	the	first	thing	we	trade	in	
when we get busy or stressed.

• Take time out for things you enjoy. Balance in life is 
important, so taking time out for things you enjoy can 
make	a	difference	to	how	you	think	and	feel.

• Be active and eat well. Our physical and mental health 
is closely linked, so adding exercise and nutritious food 
every day can make us feel better.

• Nurture relationships and connect with others. Our 
connection to others is what builds us up and keeps us 
strong.

• Learn to manage stress. If you have trouble winding 
down	or	managing	thoughts	you	may	find	relaxation,	
yoga or writing your feelings down helpful.

• Get involved and join in. Being part of a group with 
common interests provides a sense of belonging so 
find	out	about	sporting,	music,	volunteer	or	community	
groups locally

•	 Build	your	confidence.	Learning	improves	your	mental	
fitness	and	taking	on	a	new	challenge	can	build	
confidence	and	give	you	a	sense	of	achievement.

• Be comfortable in your own skin. Everyone is unique 
and should be celebrated. Know who you are and what 
makes you happy.

• Set realistic goals and deal with tasks one at a time. It is 
good	to	be	specific	when	you	set	a	goal	to	help	keep	you	
on track.

Reach out for help when you need it. Everyone needs 
support from time to time. Talking to a family member, a 
friend, your doctor or one of the many services available 
can make all the difference.

Al
-T

aq
wa

Health 
WellbeingAnd

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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ACMI
As part of the Media Enrichment Program our students 
visited ACMI at Federation Square in the Melbourne.  
Students were introduced to classic animation techniques, 
inspiring them to make their own animated scenes as part 
of small production teams.  They developed skills relating 
to storytelling, characterisation, teamwork and stop-motion 
animation.

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY
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Y7 Girls Camp

FEBRUARY FEBRUARY FEBRUARY

The year 7’s girls trip to Camp Coorong was one to remember. The 
sun shined brightly during the boat trip where students saw seals and 
dolphins. The outdoor adventure park gave the girls a chance to take 
part in sports such as archery, laser tag and mini golf.

MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH
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LUNCHTIME 
TOURNAMENTS 
During Term 1, our senior girls were involved in lunch 
time Volleyball Tournaments at the College. The 
Year 10, 11 and 12 girls showed outstanding effort 
throughout the tournament with the Year 10s taking 
out the win. They demonstrated excellent team 
work skills and won close to all matches! A very big 
congratulations to the students. 

Urooj Shah

INTERMEDIATE WYNDHAM 
DIVISION 
A group of Year 9/10 students went to Eagle Stadium to  
compete against five Wyndham teams. 
 
The team consisted of Safa Barakat (Team Captain), Marwa 
Barakat, Hanin Jawad, Mona Haddara, Rima Barakat, Riana 
Goga and Iman Mohammed along with two junior girls 
Hounaida El Hawli and Jana El Haouli. 
 
The girls were energised and anxious during the warm up 
however developed courage as they approached their first 
game against Hoppers Crossing.
 
The girls blitzed their first three games winning all sets against 
Hoppers Crossing 2-0, Wyndham Central 2-0 and Tarneit 2-0. 
At this stage the girls were fired up and ready for a challenge. 
After winning all games, we proceeded straight to the semi-
finals and played against The Grange winning 2-1. 
 
The team were put right through to the Grand Final to play 
against Manor Lakes. It was a very close game however the 
opposition team were advantaged with their excellent serves. 
Playing four games back to back tired the girls out and was a 
disadvantage and perhaps the cause of our Grand Final loss. 
In this match, three sets were played and Manor Lakes took 
home the victory winning 2-1. Unfortunately we lost our final 
set by just two points. It was a very close game and quite an 
emotional one for the girls at the end as they hoped to take 
the victory. 
 
Hanin, Iman, Hounaida and Jana portrayed excellent serving. 
Mona, Rima and Riana used their skills of returning the 
ball quickly earning points for Al-Taqwa. The girls worked 
really well together as a team to make it this far into the 
Competition. 
 
The girls showed great sportsmanship on the day and made 
Al-Taqwa very proud. Lets not forget how nervous I was 
watching these girls play. They absolutely smashed it and 
made me very proud of the way they played and with the way 
they portrayed themselves representing Al-Taqwa. 
 
It was a challenging, enthusiastic and an emotional day for the 
girls however they all played extremely well and developed 
confidence! They worked superbly and I am sure next year 
they will come back winning.

Malak El Hawli

Volleyball
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As part of Cultural Diversity 
Week, Al-Taqwa entered a 
film to celebrate diversity in 
Victoria with the theme “What a 
Victorian looks like”.  The Media 
Department were delighted 
to reveal that the Victorian 
Multicultural Commission 
(VMC) nominated our primary 
school short film a winner!  
Our adorable Year 1 and 2 
media stars were presented an 
award by the VMC Chair, Helen 
Kapalos during an awards 
ceremony.   

The winning film will also 
be displayed at a special 
temporary exhibition in the 
Discovery Centre at the 
Immigration Museum. 

Our budding actors who 
starred in, ‘You, Me, We are 
Victorian’, and their families 
attended the Primary School 
Competition Presentation Ceremony, where awards were presented.  The students 
from Years Foundation to 2 were excited to see their winning short film played in front 
of hundreds in attendance and also received their prizes!  Our Principal, Omar Hallak, 
was present as well to enjoy the event. Congratulations to the winners in the other 
categories and we hope to have another positive result next year!

MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH

An assembly was held during Hearing Awareness Week to 
help educate students about healthy hearing.  Students 
learnt about the importance of protecting their hearing and 
to make right choices to maintain healthy hearing  for a 
healthy future. 

Young people spend too much time listening to devices 
that are not healthy and we needed to create awareness 
of this crises which is looming.   Our assembly highlighted 
the message of “HEAR THE FUTURE ... AND PREPARE 
FOR IT’. 

Hearing Awareness Week 

VMC Competition 

MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH
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The Year 5 students visited Sovereign Hill to complement 
the study unit of their History class on, ‘Gold Rush’.

Students became history detectives and explored stories 
about Gold Rush migrants. They joined the ‘rush’ to One 
Eye Gully, re-living the highs and lows of gold fever. They 
role-played the varied experiences of the diggers, gold 
buyers and troopers and felt the frustrations that led to the 
Eureka Rebellion.

Sovereign Hill

A Poem
School big bright buildings
Full of loud smart students
A new beautiful place
Ranging from tall to short
Colourful enormous fields
With lovely educated teachers
Educating young students
School a nice bright place

Adam Bou’khalil
Y11VCAL
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Inter-Class Basketball Teams

2D@Wyndham Harbour

Soccer Comp
The Health and Physical Education Department and 
the Student Wellbeing and Behavior Department ran a 
soccer tournament for Year 7 to 9 boys. For all involved it 
was terrific to see the level of skill and finesse that some 
of our boys displayed MashaAllah.
 
It was a moment of brilliance from Abdirahman Mohamud 
to clinch the win for the 7G boys with the tie finishing 1-0 
agains 7E.  MVP: Ayman Abdumula.

The Year 8 grand final saw 8G vs 8F with 8G winning 3-2.  
MVP: Obsiisa Mohamed.

Year 9 grand final saw both 9F and 9E come head to head.  
The champions for this game was Year 9E winning 1-0.   
MVP: Adnnan Abdurahman

Ali Nuredini

MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH
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It was a dark day as the Christchurch Massacre was 
viewed across the world. Al-Taqwa College celebrated and 
honoured the 50 lives lost in the massacre.

The day commenced with distinguished visitors arriving at 
the College including Cr Henry Barlow of Wyndham City 
Council, Graham Anderson, Elder for the Victoria Maori 
Wardens and Maria Kumar also of Victoria Maori Wardens.  
Representatives from the Victoria Police, Westbourne 
Grammar and The Grange were also in attendance.
Guests were given a tour of the Mosque followed by a 
Quran recitation by student Liwaa Haddara.  The Al-Taqwa 
College Choir sung the National Anthem and School 
Anthem with pride.

Mr Hallak, Al-Taqwa College Principal, gave his welcome 
speech followed by a few students also welcoming our 
guests.  Cr Henry Barlow discussed the importance of 
unity within the Australian Community. Victoria Maori 
Wardens Elder, Graham Anderson thanked the Muslim 
community for inviting him to the event and stated that 
it was about time that we have all come together.  He 
welcomed the initiative and hopes to keep the ties open 
between the College and the Wardens.

The guests and students then moved 
to the front of the Mosque to witness 
a powerful Haka performance by 
students and staff of the Victoria Maori 
Wardens with a minute of silence to 
respect the lives lost.

The College hosted a buffet of 
Lebanese food for the guests with 
yet another Haka performance 
after Friday prayers with the local 
community.

It was an emotionally charged day 
which will never be forgotten.  It 
is times like these where 
people unify and stand 
for their rights.  The ties 
between New Zealand and 
Australia have only grown 
tighter.  The Victoria Maori 
Wardens and Al-Taqwa 

Together We Stand 
College have now 
opened their doors 
to each other and 
will never look 
back.

May Allah bless those who have been affected by the 
tragic events.
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Careers Week kicked off with great fanfare and 
excitement! We have had representatives from the 
ATO, Wyndham Youth Services, Headspace, La Trobe 
University, RMIT University, Victoria University and 
Gordon TAFE visit our College. For all students it was an 
opportunity to build an understanding of the relevance 
of taxation, university and tafe courses, scholarships, as 
well as beginning to understand and implement resilient 
characters. These are important skills for all aspects of life, 
not just for studying and for careers.

Students were treated to a wealth of knowledge 
from professionals in various industries as well as 

Muslim university students. The ultimate aim was for our 
students to continue education.  Students developed an 
understanding of the myriad career pathways available 
to them, understood the challenges for identity and 
the opportunities for success that higher education 
provides.

Yasein Yassin
CAREERS COORDINATOR

Careers Week 

MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH
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Polly Woodside 
The first excursion for the grade 4s was to go to the Tall 
Ship, Polly Woodside, at the South Wharf. During the stay 
on board of the ship, the students were provided with 
the chance to feel the kind of life that the early settlers 
experienced on their way to the unknown world being called 
Australia nowadays. 
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Parent Bonding 
Al-Taqwa College believes that parent and teacher communication 
is vital in supporting our students’ academic and personal 
development. 

In order to build a positive relationship between our valued 
teachers and parents, the Years 3, 4 and 5 Department invited 
parents to our annual parent bonding sessions. It was a delight to 
see parents enjoy the company of their surroundings, share their 
multicultural cuisines, spread smiles and laughter around the room 
whilst also building a strong bonds at our College.

MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH MARCH
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Year 6 Electives
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Open Day 
The College held its annual Open Day on Saturday 30 
March.  It was yet again a great success with many 
new families coming through the College requesting 
enrolments for 2020.  Our SRCs and other student 
volunteers toured our guests, with a few secondary 
students cooking up a storm with biscuits and savoury 
dishes.  Our primary robotics team showed off their controlling 
skills and the media group interviewed our guests.  Our teachers 
designed their stalls, handed out flyers and answered many 
queries.  Thank you to all the volunteers on the day, it was very 
successful.

APRIL APRIL APRIL APRIL APRIL
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The ANZAC Day Commemoration took place on 
Wednesday, April 3. 

A selection of ATC SRC students had the remarkable 
opportunity to join thousands of other students across 
Victoria in keeping the ANZAC spirit alive. Our students 

commemorated the centenary ANZAC and the sacrifices 
made by men and women who have served our country.

The ceremony was held at the Shrine of Remembrance 
and our students were honoured to hear from Her 
Excellency the Honourable Linda Dessau AC, Governor 
of Victoria and Mr Anthony Howard QC. Our students 
contributed to the ceremony by singing our National 
Anthem and students Aayan Hassan of Year 7F and Amna 
Amanulla of 7D, laid the Al-Taqwa College wreath at 
the eternal flame. After this special legacy, our students 
were invited inside the Shrine of Remembrance to view the 
Shrine Crypt and Galleries of Remembrance. 

All in all, our students and staff enjoyed their visit and 
participation at The Shrine and were honoured to be given 
the opportunity to represent Al-Taqwa College. 

ANZAC Commemoration 

Golf Prodigy
Our student Mahnoor Sohail came first in the SSV Golf under 18’s tournament for 
the Wyndham Region! She progressed to State Championships, MashaAllah! 
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Sport Events 
TRUGANINA DISTRICT 
CROSS COUNTRY 
On Monday April 29, a select group 
of Year 4 to 6 students participated in 
the Truganina District Cross Country. 

Running 2km and 3km distances, all 
students ran well and tried their best. 
We had success with two students 
finishing first place in their age divisions. Another 
three students finished in the top 10. The two girls and 
three boys qualified for the Wyndham Division meeting. 

INTER-SCHOOL SOCCER 
TOURNAMENT
On Tuesday April 30, our Year 9 and 10 boys participated 
in the Inter-School Soccer Tournament. The Tournament 
began with ATC playing against Suzanne Cory. Suzanne 
Cory received two penalties which meant they won 2-0.  
Our boys put up a good performance.
 
Oour next game was with Good News. The boys knew 
they had to win in order to get a chance to play in the 
semi-finals. Exceptional performance as the boys won 
3-0, Abed (9E) scoring two late goals. 
 
Semi-finals was played against Tarneit. We proved yet 
again that we are contenders with a emphatic win, game 
ending 3-1 to ATC. Goal-scorers for the game were 
Hussein Ali (10D), Obssen (10D) and Adnan (9F).  
 
The finals were played against Hoppers Crossing with 
a late goal for Hoppers Crossing. We ended in a 1-0 
loss, however our boys showed good sportsmanship 
congratulating the opposition for their effort. 

TEACHERS VS STUDENTS 
SOCCER
April 4 saw the clash between the male teachers and 
students.  The best students selected from each of the 
Year 7 to 9 classes from previous interclass competitions.

Our Year 9 student, Abdulbari nearly created an upset by 
opening the scores.

Ali Koubar tormented the students from the left flank, 
creating the breakthrough goal for teacher, Minwer Abbas.  

Meanwhile teacher, Adam Sbriglio began dictating 
the game and capped his fine performance with a 
first-half screamer.

Man-of-the match for the students was Abed 
Chandab with Ali Koubar taking man-of-the match for the 
teachers.  Overall it was a thrilling end-to-end game with a 
final score of 6-4 in favour of the teachers. 

TEACHERS VS STUDENTS 
VOLLEYBALL
There was an excellent turn on Wednesday April 3, for the 
staff vs girls volleyball match. 
 
The first set was underway with the teachers racking up 
the points, with the crowd cheering loudly for both sides. 
The students, however, made a come back levelling the 
score. With the pressure building and the crowd growing 
even louder, the teachers reached 15 points and won the 
first set 15-9.
 
After a few substitutes on the student side, the teachers 
found themselves now playing against a strong Year 9/10 
team. Points added up quickly and the crowd was on 
their feet cheering each time the ball was kept in play. The 
students finished on 15 points with the teachers on 9.
 
With the scores at 1-1 the third match would be the final 
decider. The pressure was on for both teams. The serving 
began and the students were leading. Our umpire Mr 
Mohammad had to hand out two yellow cards in quick 
succession and break up an argument between the 
teachers and students.  The scores were so close and 
both teams were desperate to win, however, the teachers 
scored the match point to take the win 15-12.
 
Both sides had lots of fun and all were smiling and shook 
hands at the end. 

The MVP for the student’s team was Hounaida El Hawli 
scoring some great spikes. Mrs Diah won MVP for the 
teacher’s team for her excellent serves.
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Extra Curricular Week
SELF-DEFENCE AND SELF-
BUILDING WORKSHOP 
As part of Extra-Curricular Week, our Year 3 and 4 students 
participated in a self-defence and self-building workshop. 
The aim of the workshop was to provide our students with 
the opportunity to learn basic self-defence techniques, 
explore strategies on how to deal with difficult situations 
and build resilience.

As quoted by one of our Year 4 students, ‘The session was 
really fun with Ms Sundus. She taught us a self-defence 
stance and we talked about how to overcome bullying. Ms 
Sundus also discussed the importance of working as a 
team to achieve great things in life’. 

SELF-ESTEEM 
WORKSHOP 
With great anticipation and excitement, we welcomed 
Summayyah Sadiq-Ojibara, who wholeheartedly 
volunteered to run a self-esteem workshop for our Year 
5 and 6 students.  

Summayyah is a well known life-coach, counsellor 
and psychotherapist who used her knowledge and 
expertise to develop our students understanding of 
their personality traits, personal values, emotions and 
psychological needs. 
Summayyah also stimulated 
discussions and provided 
opportunities for students 
to learn about their social 
environments, how to 
understand other people, how 
people perceive them as well 
as their attitude and responses 
to people in the moment. Her 
vibrant presence and engaging 
presentation captivated our 
students and everyone stepped 
out of the room feeling strong, 
confident and empowered. 
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Extra Curricular Week cont’d
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As quoted by one of our Year 6 students, ‘I liked the 
session because she was explaining and encouraging us 
to be ourselves. She also taught us the 
importance of producing positive energy in 
order to live a happy life. It was a really fun 
and mood boosting session’. 

APRIL APRIL APRIL APRIL APRIL
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Extra Curricular Week cont’d
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FURLONG PARK SCHOOL FOR 
DEAF CHILDREN
A selection of our Year 5 and 6 students visited Furlong Park 
School for Deaf Children. Our students were invited to tour 
the school and participate in two interactive activities which 
consisted of learning the visual language of Auslan (Australian Sign 
Language). The lovely staff and students at Furlong Park taught us 
how to sign the letters of the alphabet when finger spelling a word 
in Auslan as well as how to sign the colours.  

Our experience in this particular learning environment was able 
to embed a sense of empathy, compassion and understanding 
towards students with learning difficulties. It was a very meaningful 

and touching experience and we 
hope our students have established a 
deeper understanding of the learning and 
teaching which takes place at a deaf school.
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Public 
Speaking 

A selection of secondary 
students participated 
in a Public Speaking 
Competition and we 
were extremely proud to 
announce that our Year 
8 student Yumna Syed 
entered the State Regional 
Semi Finals.

SEEP Night Recap 
On May 2, ATC hosted the Select Entry Enrichment Program (SEEP) 
information night and awards ceremony.  The event was attended by 
parents and there were hardly any seats empty!  We also awarded the top 
achievers of the HAST test and also awarded full and partial scholarships 
to some students who excelled in their Term 1 mainstream subjects. 
Congratulations to the students and may they continue to excel in their 
SEEP subjects.

Ramadan 
Ahlan wa sahlan ya Ramadan! In the Al-Taqwa annual tradition, 
we all started the first day Ramadan with the voices of our dear 
students singing along to this nasheed as they made their way 
to the Ramadan Ceremony! Shaikh Warsama gave us some 
very beneficial reminders such as using our time wisely and 
adopting more good habits that we can continue in the future, 
inshallah. Our choir students were fantastic entertainers as 
they sang a joyous Nasheed to welcome Ramadan for us all. 
Excitement filled the air as our students competed against one 
another in answering Ramadan quiz questions to win some 
fabulous prizes!

Other fun activities include the Ali-Gator Book-fair, Ramadan Charity 
fundraiser for the Royal Children’s Hospital, The first Ramadan Class 
Production, Surah Al-Rahman Competition and of course the Daily 
Quiz and winners announced every afternoon!

MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY
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AliGator Book Fair 
The Junior Library hosted the Ali Gator Book Fair with the Arabic/Religion 
Department.
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Oliver Phomnavanh 
The author of many humorous children’s book Oliver Phomnavanh, a Melbourne 
native of Thai heritage, will be coming to our Primary students again on 22 May 
to talk about the benefits of being a writer and reading books in a laughter-filled 
incursion.  To know more about Oliver, watch this exclusive interview conducted 
by Sara Cuka (Y7 student) and Huda Hayek and find out more about what drives 
Oliver to become a writer and the processes of writing a book!

     Fans
At first there was one fan of the Al-Taqwa College page. Then 
there were 100. Now, a whopping 2,000 Alhamdulillah!  What 
started as a trial to use this platform to simply share small news 
updates and photos to our community, has now quickly grown into 
a vital tool for communication. We hope to keep bringing you the 
latest news, photos, videos and other important announcements 
from our College and Mosque so stay tuned, inshaAllah!

Film Festival Win
 

SRCs 
The Extra Curricular Department is pleased to 
present the Student Representative Council 
for 2019. This morning nominated students in 
both primary and secondary school were invited 
to an intimate ceremony with their respected 
leaders, heads and teachers. Students were 
presented with their badges and Mr Omar Hallak 
shared some words of guidance for our young 
leaders. Sheikh Warsama Bulhan gave a short 
talk on leadership in Islam and the importance 
of leading from behind. We congratulate all our 
2019 young representatives.

The theatre lights dimmed as the projector flicked 
on and the audience’s gazed forward,  waiting 
in anticipation.  It was a Film Festival hosted by 
Independent Schools Victoria at the Kino Cinema!  
Ice cream bars were eaten, videos were presented, 
votes were counted and at the end of the night Al-
Taqwa walked away with a People’s Choice prize 
for our film “You, Me, We are Victorian” in the K-2 
category earning approximately $300 in prizes, 
Alhamdulillah!  In attendance was the star of the 
short film about multiculturalism along with her 
parents and a few other Al-Taqwa staff.

MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY
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Royal Childrens’ Hospital 
Passing on the Primary student donations to the Royal 
Childrens’ Hospital has to be one of our favourite 
moments during Ramadan! Our students filled (and over 
filled!!!) their fundraising tins, receiving recipe books and 
participating in sport tournaments, all in the name of 
raising as much charity as they could during the blessed 
month of Ramadan.

Alhamdulillah, with the will of Allah and all your very 
generous donations, Al-Taqwa College students broke 
their own record and met the target as they raised over 
$5,000 mashaAllah! Our visit was extra special as we had 
a very important cause in mind, to sponsor a bed in the 
Koala Ward which provides care for children with both 
cardiac and renal conditions.

The Dawah students were overjoyed as they represented 
Al-Taqwa College and passed on the cheque to Lauren, 

the RCH Fundraising coordinator. May Allah SWT reward 
all our parents and students who made this possible and 
may He cure 
and ease the 
pain of all our 
little friends at 
the RCH.
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Iftar
ATC IFTAR
Alhamdulillah the Al-Taqwa iftar concluded with many happy faces, filled 
bellies and a sense of togetherness within the community. We honoured 
guests including Sally Connoly MP for Tarneit representing the Hon. Daniel 
Andrews, Premier of Victoria, Joanne Ryan MP for Lalor, Sheikh Moustapha 
Sarakibi, General Manager of the Board of Imams Victoria, members 
from the Victoria Maori Wardens, Principal from Sirius College, Wing 
Commander John Ward from the ADF, Senior Sergeant Steve Hayes from 
Victoria Police,Teguh Iskanto from the Indonesian Muslim Community of 
Victoria,  Al-Wasat Media, College board members and other esteemed 
guests! 

We all shared an excellent feast prepared by Tibas 
in Roxburgh Park and also conveyed knowledge 
about Ramadan and the importance of fasting for 
Muslims.

Also a massive thanks to the selected Secondary 
students who helped with bussing the tables and 
being great hosts.

MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY

http://www.boiv.org.au/
http://victoriamaoriwardens.com.au/
https://www.sirius.vic.edu.au/
http://imcv.org.au/
http://imcv.org.au/
http://www.tibas.com.au/
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YEAR 6 VIP IFTAR 
During this holy month of Ramadan, the Extra Curricular department at Al-
Taqwa College hosted the annual Year 6 VIP Iftar. Our VIP students were 
selected based on their exemplary behaviour and dedication towards school 
and studies. 

Our students enjoyed breaking fast with their peers, while also bonding over 
a delicious spread of dinner and dessert. One of the highlights of the night was 
when our students immersed 
themselves in a rich Q&A 
session conducted by our 
Vice Principal, Mr Mohammad 
Hallak. This session had 
the ability to clarify many of 
our students’ understandings 
on Islamic rulings and 
principles. 

Our students felt honored to 
be part of this special evening 
and in shaa Allah we can continue to reward our students through such 
great initiatives. 

BMMS IFTAR
As part of the Islamic Engagement 
program, students were given the 
opportunity to host an iftar for their 
teachers and fellow classmates.  
Al-Taqwa College would like to thank 
the El Hawli and Imran families for 
their hospitality. Jazakhallah Khair

MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY MAY

Iftar cont’d
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Iftar cont’d
YEAR 12 IFTAR 
The Year 12 Iftar was supported and set up the Extra Curricular Department. The theme was Arabia, and students 
enjoyed a night of good food and friendship after a day of fasting. Students prayed Maghrib salah together before 
feasting on a buffet of fine Lebanese food. The evening allowed bonding between students and teachers in a warm, 
relaxed Ramadan atmosphere.  

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE
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Colouring 
Comp
We have a budding artist in Hafsah Naleem 
Mohammed from Grade 2! She won this year’s 
Victoria Police Colouring Competition in which 
1,200 children participated across the state. 

Congratulations on getting your creativity 
recognised and this is not the first time she has won 
this Competition. Keep up the great artwork Hafsah!

Coles Rainbow Challenge
Al-Taqwa College won the Rainbow Challenge video contest 
designed to promote eating more fruits and vegetables.  In 
addition to the cash prize for the College to run its own healthy 
eating program, Coles facilitated the demonstration to instil 
healthy eating habits in the students.  

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE

https://www.police.vic.gov.au/police-chiefs-colouring-competition#congratulations-to-the-2019-colouring-competition-winners
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Eid al Fitr 
Eid al Fitr was one of two special days for Muslims and what a better way to cap off 
the end of Ramadan than to celebrate Eid right here at Al-Taqwa Mosque!  Here is 
a recap of what the Eid atmosphere was like at Al-Taqwa. It was a blessed morning 

filled with prayer, 
showbags and rides 
for the children, happy 
faces, many hugs and 
a joyous mood for all 
who attended! 

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE
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PESA 
Gormer student Shahani Munaff, was one of two adjudicators for 
the Plain English Speaking Award (PESA) 2019 competition.  As 
a past champion of PESA, Shahani was more than adequate for 
the role.  About the Competition, she says, “PESA was incredibly 
valuable in strengthening my skills in speaking conversationally 
and persuasively. Being involved really made me be clear and 
prioritise my thinking”.
 
We wish her well in her studies at Melbourne University and we 
love to see our former students continue to get recognition for 
their past achievements while here at our College.

Scholastic Book Fair 
The Scholastic Book Fair was in full swing!  Students 
were able to purchase their favourite books, toys, 
games and stationery!  Located in the Primary Library, 
the fair was open during recess and also before school. 

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE
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Eight Grade 5 SEEP students participated in YEAR 5 State-wide Maths Games Day on Tuesday, June 18 2019. Students 
were involved in Problem solving, automatic response and probability games. Al-Taqwa team achieved 16th position on 
the scoreboard out of 32 teams.

SEEP Math Games

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE
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VCAL Eid Fundraiser
Our VCAL students worked extremely hard to carefully 
design and create products to sell during Eid as part of 
their PDS subject. Items included, candles, photo frames, 
diaries, flower arrangements, canvas paintings, Eid cards, 
gift hampers and so much more!!  A total of $1194 was 
raised by the students.
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Focus on Ability
The Al-Taqwa College Media Department proudly 
presented the short film “Layla’s Condition” – an emotional 
story of someone with the Lupus disease -- based on 
the true story of one of our very own teachers here at the 
College.  We entered this film to the The Focus on Ability 
Short Film Awards – It is a video competition designed to 
encourage filmmakers around the world to focus on the 
ability of people with disability.  
 
Our film “Layla’s Condition” was screened on the big 
screen in front of hundreds in attendance at the Arts 

Centre Melbourne.  Along with our film, there were many 
more videos that were shown and we took the opportunity 
to gather ideas for next year’s entry. It was a great event 
to meet other filmmakers from other schools and we 
exchanged ideas on how to focus on ability of those with 
disability.

Our film was awarded a “Highly Commended” prize at the 
Focus on Ability International Film Festival.  While we did 
not win the grand prize, our short film received votes from 
the experts’ panel during the judging process. 

Al
-T

aq
wa

Health 
WellbeingAnd

WORDS OF WISDOM 
It doesn’t matter how many 

resources you have, if you don’t 
know how to use them,  
it will never be enough.

Daily Reminder

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE

We are extremely proud of two Year 11 VCAL 
students Irfaan Aboubacar and Faheem Aziz Songo who 
received their Remote Pilot Licence (RePL) as part of 
their VET cluster program - Certificate III in Aviation 
(Remote Pilot - Visual Line of Sight).  With their RePL in 
hand, they are able to legally fly drones for commercial 
work in a field that they are so clearly passionate about!  
The VET Coordinator at Werribee Secondary Collage 
said: 

“Here is a photo of the boys with their pilot badges on as 
they were awarded their Remote Pilot Licence today (This 
is based on hours of flight time as well as competency).

This is a big thing, as we don’t have enough people 
in the industry that actually have their licence.  Please 
congratulate your students for this big achievement.” 

We congratulate these students for this unique 
achievement and we hope that it will bring them success 
in their careers after high school! 

RePL
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An exciting and educational, hands on Maths Workshop came to our school on 30 July 
2019 for our SEEP students. World of Maths gave our SEEP students an ideal opportunity 
to see how maths is applied to everyday life situations. The tasks ranged in levels of 
difficulty which was great as it catered for differentiation and challenge where students 
found themselves in the learning pit and requiring ‘persistence’ to get out.

World of Maths

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE
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The Camp Department aimed to provide a camping experience to students in 
Years 5-10 with the opportunity to learn new skills through planned activities as 
well as opportunities for them to explore nature, learn self-help skills, become 
independent and more familiar with the outdoors. 

Camps

Throughout semester 2, gender separated camps were 
run for students. The Department was able to organise 
both land and water activities. The Department strived to 
provide better and more fun camps as well as improve 
camp facilities to cater for students and staff needs. 

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE
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ATCino
This year the College launched the exciting ATCino! 
Our Year 12 VCAL students planned and organised to 
run their own Café at the College. The Year 12 VCAL 
students went on an excursion to Complete Hospitality 
Training in Melbourne, to learn how to prepare and 
serve espresso coffee as well as, use hygienic practices 
for food safety. The ATCino Café has been a successful 
venture for our students.  

The aroma of coffee spread from the Secondary 
canteen as a barista churned out cappuccinos, lattes, 
mochas and more to eager customers.  Pricing started 
at $3.50 for all hot beverages!  The Café was open 
mornings before 8:50am, during morning recess and 
also during Jumah prayers at the Masjid.
 
Loyalty cards were also handed out to customers which 
kept them coming back for their caffeine kick. 

The VCAL Department was very peased to report that the 
ATCino Café was running smoothly with a high demand 
for coffee!  Staff and students alike became regular 
customers. The support for our VCAL students has been 
tremendous.  The College also featured in the Wyndham 
Star Weekly Newspaper due to its success.

Once Summer 
finally kicked in, the 
Café introduced 
iced coffee and 
iced chocolates.  
Followed by healthy 
fruit smoothies for 
those not interested 
in the milky 
beverages.

Who doesn’t love the smell of a freshly brewed cup of coffee in the 
morning – especially when we need that little extra kick to start our day?  

Whether you are a cappuccino, latte or mocha lover, we’ll be ready to offer 
you the best coffee on campus made by our own barista.

JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY

https://www.starweekly.com.au/news/cafe-has-bean-a-hit/
https://www.starweekly.com.au/news/cafe-has-bean-a-hit/
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Something smells great in the oven!  On 23 July Al-Taqwa College hosted 
MasterChef contestant Michael Weldon as he conducted a cooking class 
right here in our school!  

As part of the prize for winning the Rainbow Challenge video contest, 
Coles facilitated the class with 30 of our students to promote healthy eating 
habits! 

The students had a wonderful time as they prepared their own version of 
the granola breakfast that was prepared by Michael using yoghurt, grains, 
seeds and fruits. We hope the students who participated have learned a 
healthier and more delicious alternative when preparing breakfast.
 
We would like to thank Michael for conducting the fun and interactive class 
as well as Darcy Keely who coordinated the event, and of course, Coles! 

Coles Masterchef

JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY
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Kokoda

To the Principal

I treated myself to a climb up the 1000 steps in the Fern Tree Gully 
National Park today 24 July, my 77 year birthday. I was easily up to 
the physical challenge as I have always been a fit and healthy person.

I was delighted to come across a group of your Year 12 male 
students on the way up and near the top of the climb. They were 
polite, full of fun and respect and made my birthday happy and 
special through conversations and a little good natured banter 
from me. They showed respect towards me which was delightful. I 
congratulate you on the obvious influence you and your College has 
had on them. 

As you would be aware their heritage was from several different 
Muslim countries, but they were as one.  I treasured the natural spirit 
of these boys and their engagement with me, an old man still trying to 
stay young in both body and spirit. I hope I set a good example.

To you and your teaching staff well done. Please convey to the boys 
my encouragement to do well and achieve their best in their future.

Best regards  
Chris Chamberlain

EMAIL

As part of the VCE VET Program, 
an excursion was organised to the 
1000 Steps Kokoda Track in Ferntree 
Gully. Students enjoyed a guided tour 
that educated students on outdoor 
recreation, as well as prepared them for 
a range of hiking skills. 

The activity based excursion 
involved structured work required for 
submission.
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The Extra Curricular Bake Sale was 
held during Parent/Teacher Interviews 
on July 29.  There were lamingtons, 
lolly bags, truffles, cupcakes and many 
more sweets on sale. All money raised 
was donated to dawah projects and 
charity. 

Bake Sale

Students studying Psychology Unit 4, attended 
an Epworth Sleep Lab VCE Incursion. Students 
were exposed to physiological measures of sleep, 
including the use of Electroencephalograph (EEG), 
Electrooculargraph (EOG) and Electromyograph 
(EMG) as well as heart rate monitor. Students 
were also involved in an interactive activity where 
a student was put to sleep and his physiological 
functioning was measured using sleep lab devices. Students were also briefed 
on sleep disorders such as sleep-onset insomnia, narcolepsy, sleep apnoea and 
sleepwalking. 

Sleep Lab 

Volleyball 
The term 3 Inter-class volleyball competition was extremely popular with 
the secondary girls. The matches were extremely close, referee Mohammad 
Othman had to be extremely vigilant to award the points correctly. 
The winners across the year groups were: 7C, 8A and 9C.

JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY
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The year 9 cohort went to Sovereign Hill in Ballarat where they learnt about the 
everyday dangers of 19th century gold mining. It was fantastic to get the students 
engaged as they discovered all the action and excitement of life as it was in 1850s 
Ballarat, during the greatest alluvial gold rush the world has ever seen. Ultimately, 
both the students and staff thoroughly enjoyed it and learnt many interesting facts 
about Australian history.

Sovereign Hill
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Lights, Camera, Action! 
The Year 5 students had an amazing experience during this incursion. The Media Road Show is all 
about our students being given an opportunity to learn first hand how radio DJ’s, television anchors 
and animations in movies work in the world. The students showed great confidence and enthusiasm 
and inshallah, hope to see many of them go on to become successful television personalities.

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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On Thursday August 1, a few schools attended the Debaters Association of 
Victoria (DAV )Regional Debating Day hosted at Al-Taqwa College. The schools that 
participated were Baden Powell College as well as Hume Anglican Grammar School.
 
This was our debaters’ first opportunity to compete in a friendly debate with external 
schools and won three out of three of the secret topic debates (one hour preparation 
time only)!  The secret topics were: That students should be allowed to choose their 
teachers (interesting!) and that all children should own a pet.
 
Our Year 5/6 debating team also won two debating rounds out of the five they 
participated in.  
The topics debated were: 
That all students should ride their bikes to school
That we should ban animal testing for medical reasons.
 
We are happy to say that the visiting schools were impressed with our students’ 
manners and debating skills as well as our friendly and hospitable staff members.
 
Overall it was a great achievement for our students to sharpen their 
debating skills as well as gain insightful feedback from the adjudicators 
on how to further improve their arguments and rebuttals.

The second session of the Regional Debating Day that took place at 
Brunswick East Primary School in September. We are very proud of 
our students and their commitment to training and the success they 
achieved.

The final results were an overall seven out of nine debates were won 
by our teams, with Al-Taqwa Team 2 being crowned as undefeated and 
Areesha Khan 5D gaining the undefeated best speaker title in all the 
debates!

Our teams won all the debates for the 
secret topic round! This round is the most 
challenging, as students only had one hour to 
prepare their speeches without any teacher 
intervention or technology to aid their research.

Here is the breakdown and the topics that 
were debated. Schools that we debated 
against included Hume Anglican Grammar and 
Brunswick East Primary School.
Round 1- ATC won 2/3- That public transport 
should be free (negative) 
Round 2- ATC won 2/3- That pet stores should 
be banned (Affirmative and negative)
Round 3-ATC won 3/3- That children should 
learn cooking at school.

Regional Debating
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Al-Taqwa College offered scholarships to current Year 10 
and 11 students.

ACER Scholarships reward outstanding academic 
performance. The ACER Scholarship Tests are used 
across Australia to identify academically able students for 

the scholarship. The tests are designed to rank applicants, 
finely differentiating the top end of performance.
 
The ACER Scholarship Tests consist of a series of 
academic ability tests used to select students for the 
award of a scholarship.  They are not curriculum based 
and do not test the ability to retrieve learned knowledge.

ACER Testing

Ecolinc 
Students attended Ecolinc in Bacchus Marsh to complete 
their Chemistry Unit 4 Outcome 1 SAC on the diversity 
of carbon compounds. This involved activities examining 
esterification reactions and produce Methyl salicylate, 
using Infra-Red Spectrometer to identify functional groups 
from their IR spectra and using HPLC to determine 

the amounts of Aspirin and paracetamol in a number 
of commercial analgesics. This helped students to 
reinforce their understanding of basic organic chemistry, 
with a specific focus on functional groups and IUPAC 
nomenclature.

WORDS OF WISDOM 

Show respect even to people 
who don’t deserve it; not as a 
reflection of their character, 
but as a reflection of yours.

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Hajj Day 
As our brothers and sisters embark on their 
on their Pilgrimage to Makkah, so did the 
Primary Students of Al-Taqwa College today 
at our Practise Hajj Day! Our students have 
been practising the Talbiyah daily this week 
so they can recite it as they act out the 
rituals of a real Pilgrimage to Makkah. Our 
students participated in the Tawaf around 
a Kabah, walks between Safa and Marwa , 
Arafa dua and even ended with a delicious 
sip of Zamzam water straight from Makkah! 
This was such an exciting experience for our 
students and we pray we are all given the 
opportunity to complete this fifth pillar once in 
our lifetime, inshallah. 
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Religion Week
What a huge week it was as the Primary Islamic 
Department hosted the spectacular Religion week!
Our students attended an event that holds a very special 
place in our hearts, the Al-Aqsa Ceremony whereby our 
students learnt about the significance and importance of 
this Holy Masjid. The ceremonies held in the Multi-purpose 
hall started with a beautiful recitation of Surah Al-Isra 
by Hifz student Ibrahim and was then followed by some 
touching and informative speeches by Mr Hallak and Sh. 
Warsama.

And what is Religion week without the most entertaining 
competition of all? Two students from each grade played 

in the Kahoot Quiz to test their knowledge of Masjid 
Al-Aqsa as well as what they have been learning in their 
Religion classes during the course of the year. It was an 
intense game as they battled it out with as much brain 
(and finger!) power to answer the fastest they could on the 
Ipads!  A  massive congratulations to our winning classes 
that came in first place:  3H, 4E, 5E and 6A!

We ask you to make Du’a to protect our beloved Al-Aqsa 
and all our struggling brothers and sisters around the 
globe. May Allah ease their way and protect all of our holy 
cities. Ameen.

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Religion Week cont’d
JUZ AMMA AWARD 
Throughout Primary, our students study and memorise 
all the Surahs in Juz Amma, mashaAllah. To recognise 
this fantastic achievement, our teachers and teacher aids 
worked extremely hard with our Year 6 students to assess 
their memorisation throughout the year and give feedback 
on areas of improvement to practise further. 

The successful Year 6 graduates received an Award and 
gift at their end of year Graduation ceremony, presented 
by Mr Hallak and the Quran teachers.

Congratulations to all and may Allah continue to bless and 
guide our dear students.

JUNIOR IMAM
Al-Taqwa College, we believe it is vital we encourage and 
train our students to become confident future leader’s 
inshallah. This year, all of our Islamic studies teachers 
nominated students in each class who are respectful of 
the salah and are also positive role models, to stand as 
junior imams during their daily congregational prayers. To 
acknowledge this highly prestigious title, we presented 2 
male students from each class with a gold badge/medal. 
There were also female prayer leaders for each of our 
female classes in Grade 5 and 6. 

Amal Assafiri Heba Yassine
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT HEAD

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Our VCE Biology students visited the Marine and Freshwater Discovery Centre at 
Queenscliff and explored a rocky shore at Burwon Heads as a part of their VCE 
Unit 1 curriculum.

The field trip at Burwon Heads included a guided field survey, using scientific 
counting techniques (transects and quadrats) to find out the number of 
different organisms (living things) including some very rare and native marine 
invertebrates. Students were amazed to discover and explore some living 
creatures, such as small blue snails, tiny little female crabs, sea stars and so on 
hiding under the big rocks. They also had a fruitful discussion of the adaptations 
of the animals and plants in that area.

Students really enjoyed the last part of this activity in the area - rock climbing 
in a rocky shore!  The second activity was to visit the Marine and Fresh Water 
Discovery Centre to have a closer look at some of the sub-tidal rocky shore 
inhabitants. In this place they had the opportunity to see many preserved fossils 
of marine life and a small marine ecosystem containing many organisms. Also 
they had a chance to see how an octopus was fed small fishes. Overall, this was 
an amazing and successful trip.

Biology @ Queenscliff 

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Author Visit
Our students were delighted to meet author Morris 
Gleitzman who has provided us with entertaining 
and enjoyable stories for many years.  Many of us 
have grown up reading his novels and we continue 
to share his stories with our students. We were 
honoured to have him visit our College and even sit 
an interview conducted by our very own reporters 
Ibrahim and Ali from Year 6.

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST

https://www.morrisgleitzman.com/
https://www.morrisgleitzman.com/
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On Thursday August 15, the Year 9-12 boys attended the 
Bachar Houli Cup Finals. Both games were played against 
Australian International Academy (AIA), who were our 
rivals in previous cup encounters.

We began our day with the first final for the Year 9-10 
boys played against AIA - a tough game. The students 
display their skills with an amazing defeat against AIA with 
a score of 53-44, winning the Bachar Houli Cup for 2019. 
Congratulations to the Year 9-10 boys. All boys played 
exceedingly well, with Mohammed Melham winning MVP. 
A couple of boys who also did well were Lukmain Haddara 
and Abdallah El Abdallah.

One cup in the bag and one more to go!
We then began warm-ups for our Year 11 and 12 boys 
who were ready to play AIA.  Unfortunately, some of our 
boys couldn’t attend this final, so we had to play with our 
Year 9-10 students. They performed well, but fatigue was 
a factor from the previous game, with AIA taking the win in 
that category. Congratulations to them.

Great initiative from Bachar Houli for bringing all schools 
together and running a fantastic program.
Special thanks to Br Mohammed Othman, Abdul Wahid 
Abdo and Ahmed El Hassan for their hard efforts through 
the tournament.

Bachar Houli Cup Finals 

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Internal Quran
Students who are ahead of their year level in memorising 
the Holy Quran attend the weekly Advanced Quran 
Program with our Quran teachers and teacher aides. 
Throughout the year these students practised their 
memorisation and Tajweed skills and went on to 
participate in the  

Al-Taqwa College  
Quran Competition. 
The finalists were chosen 
by a panel of judges and 
entered into the 17th Official Annual Quran Competition. 

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST

Math Champ
Congratulations to Ameena Haque for placing in the 
top 10% of 80,000 Maths Competitors from around 
the world.  Ameena answered 1,378 questions during 
the competition earning her just over 1000 points and 
a Bronze Award.  Excellent accomplishment Ameena 
keep it up!

WORDS OF WISDOM 

Yesterday I was clever, so I 
wanted to change the world.  

Today I am wise, so I am 
changing myself.

Al
-T

aq
wa

Health 
WellbeingAnd

YOU ARE WORTHY
Full stop.
No conditions.
No fine print.
No timeframe.
No expectations.
No price.
Remember that every second, every 
minute and every hour of the day!
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Annual Quran Competition 
On August 24, Al-Taqwa College hosted its 17th Annual 
Quran Competition!  The students competing were 
selected for their exceptional ability to memorise Surahs 
from as young as Foundation level mashaAllah. As always, 
our amazing students impressed us with their incredible 
effort and skills, memorising up to 5 Juz! 

Our Dawah students also competed in the khutbah 
category where they spoke about the importance of being 

respectful and kind and to follow the examples of our 
beloved Prophet Muhammad (saw). We were exceptionally 
proud of our students and were all blown away by their 
performances on the day, mashaAllah!

May Allah (swt) reward our dearest parents and of course 
teachers immensely for all their patience, dedication and 
commitment to invest in our future Ummah.

Primary Quran 
Competition Winners
Quarter Juzu 
1st – Mohammed 
Abdusalam FE
2nd – Yemen Barakat FB
3rd – Khaldia Souki FD

Half Juzu 
1st – Saad Mohammed 1D
2nd - Asad Attari 
Mohammed 1B
3rd - Noor Dean Abdul Latif 
1B
4th – Aya Taleb 1H 
5th – Nusaibah Mohammed 
1B

One Juzu
1st – Nadine Abdullahi – 2H 
2nd – Aisha Siddiq – 2H 
3rd – Suwayda Hersi - 2A
4th – Mysha Abdul Samad 
2H 

Two Juzu 
1st – Sidra Elayoubi 2A 
2nd – Mushahid 

Mohammed 3B 
3rd – Wajih Abdou – 3B 
4th – Musab Moahmmed 
– 3C 
5th – Abdirahman 
Mahamed – 3D 

Three Juzu 
1st – Saja Elayoubi 4G 
2nd – Najma Mohammed 
3A 
3rd – Dheenah Mohammed 
Naleem 4I 
4th – Abdullah Shaikh 1H 
5TH – Zakaria Suleiman 4E 

Hifz (Al Imran)
1st – Syed Alvi – 6C 
2nd – Maira Shaikh – 4F 
3rd – Zeenath Banu – 6H 

Hifz (Al–Baqarah) 
1st – Musaab Uddin 
Mohammed -4C
2nd – Aabida Rashid – 6H
3rd – Sarah Fatima – 6A 

Khutbah
1st – Musab Margan – 5I 
2nd - Alpha Jalloh – 5I 

Adthan (Presentation 
Only) 
Muaad Mohammed 6F 
Ibrahim Safi – 6F
Talha Amin – 3E

Secondary Quran 
Competition Winners
Quran Memorisation 
Category 1: 2A Juzu 
1st - Aamna Amanulla Y7D
2nd - Ayman Abelmula Y7E
3rd - Tamzid Islam 8G

Category 2: 2B Juzu
1st - Ali Nasir 7G
2nd - Muhammad Abdul 
Rafay 8F
3rd - Akram Khaldi 7E

Category 3: 3 Juzu
1st - Eman Ahmed 8D
2nd - Wahaj Chishti 5A
3rd - Khathab Shafeer  7G

Category 4:  5 Juzu 
1st - Elyas Nur 8G
2nd - Iman Mohammed 
10C
3rd- Hamza Shaikh 8E

Category 5:  7 Juzu
1st - Maryam Osman 11A
2nd - Hashim Ali 9F
3rd - Alinur Abdiaziz  8F

Khutbah 
Adam Abdelmula 9D
Amaar Yasir 7F
Imran Lalu 7G

Athan 
Mohammad Abdul Rafay 
Ali Nasir 7G
Ali Seferovic 8F

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Annual Quran Competition cont’d

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Marvellous Minibeasts
Students were buzzing after the very hands-on minibeast incursion! After 
a short role-play detailing minibeast features, adaptations and amazing 
facts, students split into 5 rotation groups.  Each group rotates through 
the ‘Bugtopia Tent’, where they handle and feed a selection of minibeasts 
including stick insects, butterflies, giant litter bugs, yabbies and more.  
When not in the bug tent, students continue their minibeast discovery at 
different stations.  At these stations, students catch aquatic minibeasts, 
view bugs up close with microscopes and design their own version of bug 
features and adaptations through open-ended tasks.

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Merit Awards
To promote and recognise our students’ positive 
behaviour, an award system was implemented. Gold, 
Silver and Bronze merit awards are presented to the top 
three boys from every year level and likewise for the top 

three girls. This award system also supports the College’s 
educational mission of creating responsible Muslim 
leaders and citizens of tomorrow. 

The following are the winners of the 
merit awards for Term 2.
Year 7 Girls:
Gold - Tasnima Mussa
Silver-  Ayesha Ahmed
Bronze - Yasmin Chehade
  
Year 8 Girls:
Gold - A’isha Cerantonio
Silver - Rahaf Marwan Maqsod
Bronze - Nisrit Idris- Said

Year 9 Girls:
Gold -  Haneen Ramahi 
Silver - Jana El-Haouli 
Bronze - Sinan Ummu
 
Year 10 Girls:
Gold-  Medina Sabani 
Silver- Syeda Zaidi 
Bronze - Hanan El Hawli

Year 11 Girls
Gold - Iiman Duale 
Silver - Sandus Sheikh Abdi 
Bronze - Hanan Hussein 

Year 12 Girls
Gold - Amina Secic  
Silver - Asma Yasin 
Bronze - Donya Haouli 

Year 7 Boys:
Gold - Ali Nasir 
Silver- Afaq Bangash 
Bronze – Karem Dadoush

Year 8 Boys:
Gold – Abdullah Khan 
Silver- Ubaid Ur-Rehman
Bronze – Muhammad Abdul Rafay

Year 9 Boys:
Gold – Dameer Pramanik
Silver- Jazlan Aboubacar 
Bronze – Caelhafiz Matanog 
Year 10 Boys: 
Gold- Eisa Ismail
Silver- Abdul Hafeez Mohamed
Bronze- Nabil Fawal

Year 11 Boys:
Gold – Adam Wirapandya
Silver – Amer El dannaoui
Bronze – Adam Bou’kslilDAM

Year 12 Boys:
Gold - Hamza Mume
Silver - Liwaa Haddara
Bronze - Zakaria Sharif

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Art Week 
The theme for Primary Art Week was Interactive Art - 
which was all about getting kids involved in creativity! It 
was a week of inspiration, colour, performance, having a 
go and joining in. The week kicked off with parades and 
in the lower and middle primary showcasing our students 
hijab and beanie project designs. The primary wide 
colouring competition opened with a record number of 
entries per year level. Media workshops, masterclasses, 
chalk wall photography, buddy art sessions, 
designing and a school wide mural activity were just some 
of the Art activities which took place throughout the week.

The biggest event of all, where our true performing talents 
in upper primary came to the stage, was the Al-Taqwa’s 

Got Talent auditions and competition. We saw performing 
arts come alive through movement, nasheed, drumming, 
karate, puppetry, song writing, Quran recitation and limb 
contortions. It was an incredible Art Week of imagination 
and fun! Well done to all our artists in the Primary School!

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Annual Book Week was celebrated during weeks 7 and 
8 for the Foundation to Year 2 timetabled library classs. 
The theme was ‘Reading is My Secret Power’. We looked 
forward to celebrating books, reading, Australian authors, 
illustrators and libraries with our students.

We created a special reading corner with tents, string 
lights, stuffed toys and cushions to get students excited 
about coming and experiencing their favourite books in a 
fun environment!

Book Week 
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Book Week cont’d

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST
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Book Week cont’d
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Book Week cont’d

AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST AUGUST SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER  
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IFAM Quiz Competition
One of our Year 7 students, Khathab Sheefer won a recent 
Kids Quiz Islamic Competition run by the Islamic Forum 
for Australian Muslims.  He was awarded an Umrah 
trip as one of the major prizes, mashaAllah.  May Allah 

continue to give him the best in this dunia and akhirah, 
inshaAllah. Khahtab wrote the following reflection.

“IFAM ran this competition in Sydney and Canberra. About 
a week before the quiz, every contestant was given a pdf 
of all the Islamic information that we had to study. I had to 
read it over and over again to learn it. On the day, everyone 
went to La Trobe University because the quiz was in one of 
its main theatres. The competition had three main rounds, 
each giving a maximum of approximately 5000 points.  The 
contest included oral, written and Kahoot rounds with the 
points accumulated throughout.  Finally we came to the 
finals. I was in the top 3. I was extremely stressed, not 
even looking at the iPad while answering. Only for the last 
question, after I answered it, I looked at the iPad. I DID 
IT! I WON! I WAS FIRST! I was so happy, I couldn’t stop 
smiling. That was how I won the $1,500 for the Umrah 
ticket. Also, my brother who was in group C came 1st in 
his group!”

Young Scientist
We would like to congratulate Year 7 student, Khathab 
Sheefer, who achieved second place in the Young 
Scientist of Wyndham Competition!  May he continue 
to excel in his studies.  Khathab wrote the following 
reflection.

“The Young Scientist of Wyndham Competition was held 
September 1. I was the only student from Al-Taqwa to 
compete. There were three judges that examined our 
projects. The competition started at 10:00am. There were 
three categories, Year 7s, 8s and 10s. From 10:00 to 
11:10am, the three judges examined all our projects. Each 
judge took notes while we explained our projects. Then, 

from 11:10 to about 11:25, all the parents came in and I 
repeated myself many times for many people. At the end, 
I might have even said the same thing 6-8 times. After 
that we had a break. All the judges loved my book.  At 
the end, as they were handing out the awards, they said 
that that I came second in the Year 7s! I got a trophy and 
a certificate. That was a very special and unforgettable 
experience.”

If you want to get something 
done today, don't think about 
all the reasons why you 'should' 
be doing it. If you really want to 
motivate yourself, think about 
how great you are going to feel 
when it's done.

Al
-T

aq
wa

Health 
WellbeingAnd

Keep Working
Keep Going

Keep Shining
Keep Growing

http://www.ifam.org.au/
http://www.ifam.org.au/
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Al-Taqwa College was part of a selected group of 
independent schools to participate in the Independent 
Schools of Victoria Annual Arts Exhibition. From 230 
schools state wide, we were one of 12 schools selected to 
participate in this prestigious exhibition.
 
Arts is central to a child’s development in education. 
At Al-Taqwa College, we have over the years seen the 
growth and development of many students in the area of 
art, who have then pursued careers in Art and Design. Art 

Department members attended the opening and a few of 
our students were able to attend as well. 

The College would like to proudly congratulate the 
following students, whose work was displayed at the 
exhibition.  Amnah Waqas, Rima Barakat, Muhammad 
El Haouli, Riana Goga, Raeesah Mohammad, Muhsina 
Mujeeb, Rania Rafeeque, Wafa Saeed, Saffiyah Suleyman, 
Nazahah Nawar Bi, Amnah Kayani, Fatima Na, Sundus 
Hassan and Zena Zaki.

ISV Art Exhibition

SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER  
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As part of Extra Curricular, our Al-Taqwa SRC students 
had the opportunity to visit Ottoman Village Aged Care 
Centre. Our SRC students prepared hampers and handed 
them over with their beautiful smiles as they spent the 
morning with 32 aged care residents.’

Throughout the visit, our students learnt to connect and 
engage with seniors within the Islamic community whilst 
building respect and compassion towards the elderly. The 
students participated in leisurely games and activities, 

read the Quran to 
residents and thoroughly 
enjoyed being in the 
company of the elderly.

The visit surely left an 
everlasting impact on our 
students and the residents 
and we look forward to 
visiting again soon, inshaAllah.

Ottoman Village 
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Ottoman Village cont’d
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Ethics, Zoo & You!

SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER  

The Year 11 Psychology students attended the Melbourne 
Zoo in Parkville.  The purpose of the excursion was to 
consolidate their knowledge of research methods and 
ethics and give them a practical setting to apply these 
skills.  The focus was on ethical principles and a Zoo 
based ethical dilemma in the first workshop, which was 
followed by another workshop (located around the zoo 

grounds) focusing on scientific investigation, including 
research methods and data collection.  This is where the 
students observed either the Orangutans in the Orangutan 
Sanctuary or the Elephants in the Elephant enclosure.  The 
data that was collected was then used at school as the 
bases of their Student Directed Research Investigation 
Poster.
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Self Defence
As part of Extra Curricular, a self defence workshop was organised for our VCE 
girls. The aim of the workshop was to provide our students with the opportunity to 
learn basic self-defence techniques and for them to have an opportunity to gain 
skills to allow them to improve their self esteem and gain confidence in unfamiliar 
situations. 

This session was voluntarily run by Dana Zakoulouta who currently holds a black 
belt in Taekwondo. She is also a final year pharmacy student and was able to share 
her experiences as a successful woman who is reaching new heights in the muslim 
community, MashaAllah. 

Our VCE students appreciated the opportunity they were given and are very excited 
at the prospect of future sessions being held on campus, InshaAllah. 

Texts & Traditions 
The Year 12 Texts and Traditions students attended an 
Exam preparation Night on September 11.

This session was attended by students from all the 
4 Traditions: Qur’an, John, Luke, Ezekiel & Jeremiah. 
Students listened to the Chief Assessor as he delivered 
a report on Last year’s Examination. He went through the 
exam paper structure and the type of questions. He also 
gave them hints and linked the questions to each outcome 
covered throughout Units 3 & 4.

There were two guest speakers - last year’s Text and 
Traditions top scoring students - who talked about their 
experience and gave hints on how to study for the exam.

Our students benefited from this session and had the 
chance to meet students from other schools undertaking 
this subject.

SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER  
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Qiyaam Night
As part of Extra Curricular, the first ever Qiyaam Night was 
held at Al Taqwa Masjid for our senior girls. The purpose 
of this special event was to help the girls strengthen their 
connections with Allah SWT as well as their bond between 
peers and teachers. Our girls felt very blessed to have Sr 
Olga and Sr Lucy impart their knowledge followed by a 
Q&A session. 

The highlight of the night was when our respected Mr 
Hallak shared some wisdom on the importance of females 
seeking education and helping to raise a strong ummah. 

The night consisted of various spiritual activities and 
opportunities for the girls to participate in and benefit 
from. We also enjoyed a spread of delicious goodies to 
keep us going through the night, which ended at 11pm. 
InshaAllah in future, we look forward to extending the 
hours of our Qiyaam night and provide opportunities for 
more students to attend.  

Magistrate’s Court
Year 11 Legal Studies students went on excursion 
to the Magistrate’s Xourt. It was an eye opener for 
them to realise that they could walk into almost 
any court room and observe the proceedings. This 
highlighted the transparency of the court system 
where the public is allowed to observe how the 
principles of justice of fairness, equality and 
access are implemented. 

They observed cases involving traffic offences, 
those accused of growing hydroponic marijuana 
plants and observing CCTV footage to establish 
how someone had caused a motor vehicle 
accident, among others. This was an enlightening 
experience for all students involved as most of 
them had never been to a court before.
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Professor Maths
The Professor Maths incursion was a fun, exciting and 
enjoyable day filled with so many great, hands on games and 
activities. The challenging maths activities had all students 
actively engaged throughout the whole session and the energy 
and general vibe around the room was electric! It was fantastic 
to see the persistence and enthusiasm the students showed at 
each task. It was great to see them working in their groups and 
thinking outside the box.

SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER
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Our student Areeb has done it again! It is with great excitement, we celebrate Areeb’s outstanding 
achievement in being titled the Spelling Bee Champ for the 14th Annual Wyndham City 
Council Libraries Spelling Bee Competition. Areeb was up against several top schools in the 
region with the winning word ‘Vigilante’. 

Wyndham Spelling Bee

As quoted by Areeb ‘I was very excited to be selected for the second time to 
represent my school in the spelling bee competition. Alhamdulilah I wasn’t 
as nervous as last year and felt very confident on stage. It was a very proud 
moment for myself, my parents and teachers’.

AFL Grand Final
Go Tiges! We would like to congratulate Bachar Houli, an alumni 
of Al-Taqwa College, who won the AFL premiership for the 
second time in three years with the Richmond Tigers! 

We pray that Allah continues to give him health and many more 
successes and that he continues to be a shining example for 
Muslims around the world.

https://www.wyndham.vic.gov.au/
https://www.wyndham.vic.gov.au/
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Mosque Visits
Our hard working Hifz and Dawah students had the 
opportunity to attend an excursion to several Masjids 
around Melbourne. They visited the Australian Bosnian 
Islamic Centre in Deerpark, The Sunshine Turkish 
Mosque, Khalid Bin Walid Mosque in Albion and the 
Australian Islamic Centre in Newport. Students were 
welcomed by local Imams where they learnt about the 
backgrounds and history of the each of these beautiful 
Masjids. Alhamdulilah, all of our students and teachers 
enjoyed this enlightening experience.

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 

https://abicdeerpark.com.au/
https://abicdeerpark.com.au/
https://www.sunshinemosque.com.au/
https://www.sunshinemosque.com.au/
https://www.australianislamiccentre.org/
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Arabic Week
SPELLING BEE
During week 3, our department hosted one of the most 
highly anticipated events for the year, the Arabic Spelling 
Bee! Our students competed first against their class peers 
to be in the Year level spelling bee and then went head 
to head for the winning title! They truly impressed each 
and every one of us and they spelt some very difficult 
words. Congratulations to all of the participants and of 
course the winners for each year level for coming in first 
place– FC, 1G, 2A, 3G, 4A. 5I and 6G!  

READ TO ME
For Arabic week, we also had our very first Arabic ‘Read 
to me’ Sessions! Students in upper primary read their 
Arabic Story books they studied during the year to their 
younger peers in Grade 2 and 3. They showed poise and 
great intellect as they read these stories confidently and 
explained the moral as well as key words and characters. 
We are extremely proud of our Grade 4 and 6 students 
for their wonderful efforts to bond over these Arabic story 
books mashallah.
  
AMAZING RACE
Last week our Grade 5 and 6 students battled it out 
in the Annual Arabic Amazing Race competition! 
We were so proud of their Arabic reading and 
comprehension skills to find the clues to reach the winning 
destination. Congratulations to Grade 5I and 6G for 
coming in first place mashallah!
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Kryal Castle 
Alhamdulillah (praise be to Allah) we had two excellent 
outings this week with our year 8 cohort to Kryal 
Castle in Leigh Creek. Both the students and staff 
thoroughly enjoyed it and learnt many interesting facts 
about Medieval European life. 

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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Sports Carnival
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Sports Carnival cont’d

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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The Annual Art Exhibition officially opened on Friday October 18.  Families 
and the general public were able to visit the Exhibition on Saturday October 
19 in conjunction with Fete Day.  The Exhibition displayed the talent of our 
Secondary students along with some works from our talented Year 5 and 6 
students.

An Art Competition was also held this year which gave students the 
opportunity to display their work and also prizes were given for the winning 
entries.

The Competition was open to all secondary students. The Competition 
was open to various forms of art including poetry, paintings, narratives, 
monologues, photography, illustrations, mixed media 
and even sculptures!
 
The winners of the Annual Art Exhibition are listed 
below. We were extremely proud of all participants and 
delighted to see staff members also participate and 
demonstrated their amazing talent. 

JUNIOR WINNERS
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 typographyArt Exhibition 

SENIOR WINNERS

1st place : Amnah Waqas 8D

2nd place: Narjis Raza 8D

3rd place: Najifa Khan 7A

1st place: 
Shayma ElHaouli 12D

2nd place: Emnah Hawli 12C

3rd place: Abdikalic Jama 10E

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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High Jump
Congratulations to Arisha Farheen of year 5 
for winning the School Sport Victoria Division 
Athletics in high jump.  Arisha has now qualified 
for the regional finals which are taking place next 
week.  All the very best Arisha for next week 
and congratulations on todays win!  Fantastic 
effort!

Horticulture Initiative
Roll up your sleeves and pick up a shovel! Our Year 10 horticulture class 
commenced a project to help beautify our Administration gardens. The 
beautification made the front entry to our College much more appealing and 
welcoming.  

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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Fete Day
Our annual Fete Day was yet another great success with 
visitors enjoying rides, games, shopping, facepainting and 
henna.  Everyone enjoyed coffee from our ATCino Café 
and the delicious food on offer.

We would like to thank the community for attending the 
annual Al-Taqwa Fete. What a great turnout and an overall 
successful event.  We would also like to thank all staff 
who devoted their time on the day to make the event 
possible.

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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Our Year 5 students participated in an entertaining educational theatre to 
help reduce bullying in school and online, and create harmonious relationship 
within our community. The show was able to open up discussion about 
gender stereotypes and negative patterns of behaviour that can develop 
through inappropriate modeling from peers, TV, the internet and video games. 
It closely examined the link between hormones, the fight/flight response, 
aggression and violence. 

Our students were also provided with strategies for dealing with anger and 
resolving conflict. It demonstrated cooperation, and strategies for improving 
self-control through breath, focus and channeling energy into positive 
pursuits. 

Our students walked away with the following tips for the next time they 
experience an unsafe situation. 
DON’T be a BULLY…STOP.  Think, breathe, walk away.
DON’T be a TARGET…Stand tall. Tell someone.
BE A POSITIVE BYSTANDER! 
   
As quoted by one of our students ‘I really benefited from 
the session because I learnt that I shouldn’t be outrageous, 
but to control my anger instead instead. They had 
explained many ways to control it such as keeping your fist 
in your pocket, taking deep breaths and walking away’. 

Sticks & Stones 

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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The Extra Curricular Team hosted an AFP ThinkUKnow 
presentation for our Year 5 and 6 students. This 
informative session provided our students with an 
understanding on how to protect their digital reputations, 
staying safe on social networking sites, identifying harmful 
effects of cyber bullying and how to respond to cyber 
bullying by seeking support.

This session was a fantastic opportunity for our students 
to learn more about how young people have fun online, 
how they can seek support from adults to help them stay 
in control on the net and how to report a problem.

As quoted by one of our students ‘The police showed us 
different ways on how to remain safe online such as not 
sharing personal details for example, full name, address, 
school etc. The police also said that if someone is bullying 
us or being rude/mean online, we can block the person 
and report them immediately’.

ThinkUKnow 

Motivate Yourself
IDENTIFY YOUR DRIVING 
MOTIVATION AND YOU WILL HAVE 
ALL THE ENCOURAGEMENT YOU 
NEED.

Al
-T

aq
wa

Health 
WellbeingAnd
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The Year 5 boys Camp was held during October.  Here 
are some shots from Adventure Fun Park where the 
boys played mini golf, archery, laser tag and more!

Year 5 Camp

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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In October, the Grade 6’s were lucky enough to be 
invited to participate in the Werribee Open Range 
Zoo’s Predator/Prey excursion. We learnt about 
the different features that predators use for hunting 
and the features used by other animals to protect 
themselves. We got to examine several different animal 
skulls and look at some enclosures where some of 
the primates sleep overnight. We also got to go on 
the Safari tour which meant we got to see many of 
the animals up close and hear the very interesting 
commentary.

A little bonus was spotting a sleepy possum in the 
rafters of the huts where we ate lunch. So cute!

Werribee Zoo

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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Al-Taqwa College farewelled our Year 12 students at the 
2019 Graduation Ceremony. We were extremely proud 
of all the award recipients and of each and every student 
who completed this educational milestone.

The day started with a tree planting ceremony, where 
students and teachers came together to plant an olive 
tree to symbolise peace and unity. Our graduates proudly 
paraded around the College as they farewelled their 
teachers and younger peers from Years 7-11 while the daf 
played beautifully in the background. 

The auspicious event continued in a beautiful garden 
themed style Marquee on Wednesday October 23, with 
over 350 guests. It was a wonderful evening filled with 
many happy faces as the students took to the stage to 
receive their awards and certificates. 

Brother Warsame Bulhan did a wonderful job of reciting 
and translating the Quran. He also took the time to say a 
few wise words of encouragement and recite a beautiful 
dua to bless our student’s future endeavours. There were 
beautiful speeches by our Principal Omar Hallak, Head 
of Later Years Coordinator Gus Napoli and our Year 12 
School Captains Ibrahim Mohamed & Nadine Fawal.

On behalf of Al-Taqwa College we would like to thank all 
VCE teachers, staff and students who worked extremely 
hard throughout the year and who organised this lovely 
event. Congratulations to the class of 2019, we wish them 
all the very best for their future and May Allah (swt) protect 
and guide them all in the right path, InshaAllah.

Yarra Bakri
YR12 LEVEL COORDINATOR

Year 12 Graduation

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER 
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Year 12 Graduation cont’d
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Handball

NOVEMBER NOVEMBER NOVEMBER
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Inter School Debating
Our Year 7 and 8 Inter-School Debating ended on a high 
note on November 13, with our students winning three 
out of four debates, alhamdulilah!   The teams won against 
ICOM and Hoppers Crossing SC.
 
The highlight of the night was that in all four debates, 
our girls were awarded the Best Speaker titles as well!  
Specifically, the best speakers for each debate included: 

Safiya Mubiene from Year 7 as well as Yumna Syeda, Nisrit 
Idris-Said and Naifah Muhammad from Year 8. 

The team worked really hard and showed a consistent 
‘can-do’ attitude. We hope to see them succeed next year 
as well inshaAllah.

Farween Munaff and Lorraine Paul

Commendation
ATC was awarded a Highly Commended Award by the Focus 
on Ability Short Film Festival judges. In recognition of those 
people who contributed their time and talent to our video 
production “Layla’s ‘Condition’”, we held a special red carpet 
event to thank our actors.

https://www.facebook.com/novafocusonability/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARDWEKGVnwnDBfMICbDUHE4y3CxRc7eFXy8w4KGgHDBAeWttjnE9w4cyu0DhQDrspJr1MHtgwxBZQh8Z&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDymLdEHZ_5iZMW2DAr7AWe7_MoKf-k8Hu5iFAgNTewB1dRRx4RScic-yZJ49A_GM_BwILSKqipy1O6ih2iUBG4yheppYm3m4K4JZvK1TRWZkoxyM4IZX1cQhAFzImG70bH7fr2p-t3hU0IJuYuj2fHmaMi7ZB0efaKt6iqwg-7r_U6_SFDBSEmiKeW4tSe92htX2YkOipMpecEmlrs-JCmLqSknGn8_fl2uYa_URKK63OjhBIjotovCqW1fmsYpuF6Xim38W3lD67JwjswY8GLPtWaxSfBUqnziqtimnjNH2Jsucf1i_BInaLfsnKEcy3Ydflyp6U8974VxHlj4bS2sHPX
https://www.facebook.com/novafocusonability/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARDWEKGVnwnDBfMICbDUHE4y3CxRc7eFXy8w4KGgHDBAeWttjnE9w4cyu0DhQDrspJr1MHtgwxBZQh8Z&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDymLdEHZ_5iZMW2DAr7AWe7_MoKf-k8Hu5iFAgNTewB1dRRx4RScic-yZJ49A_GM_BwILSKqipy1O6ih2iUBG4yheppYm3m4K4JZvK1TRWZkoxyM4IZX1cQhAFzImG70bH7fr2p-t3hU0IJuYuj2fHmaMi7ZB0efaKt6iqwg-7r_U6_SFDBSEmiKeW4tSe92htX2YkOipMpecEmlrs-JCmLqSknGn8_fl2uYa_URKK63OjhBIjotovCqW1fmsYpuF6Xim38W3lD67JwjswY8GLPtWaxSfBUqnziqtimnjNH2Jsucf1i_BInaLfsnKEcy3Ydflyp6U8974VxHlj4bS2sHPX
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As part of our theme on the study of the living and non-living things, the Year 
3 students visited Serendip Sanctuary to enhance their understanding of their 
Integrated Studies topic on habitats and characteristics of different creatures 
through hands on learning.

Students experienced a wild-life walk where they came across a lot of Australian 
animals such as, kangaroos, wallabies, emus and a lot of native birds. They learnt 
about their habitats and special features and characteristics that help them to fit in 
their respective habitats.

The students also did a ponding activity, where they identified various types of bugs 
in the pond and understood the importance of these tiny creatures in balancing the 
ecosystem.  It was a very interesting, educational and fun excursion!

Serendip Sanctuary

NOVEMBER NOVEMBER NOVEMBER
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Serendip Sanctuary cont’d
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Animal Land Farm 
On November 11 and 12, Foundation students attended 
the Animal Land Farm. The day was jam packed with 
great activities and gave students an insight into a day 
in the life of a farmer. Students got up and close to many 
farm animals as they rotated around to explore the farm. 
Students had the opportunity to ride a pony, plant seeds, 
milk a cow and hold baby animals including chicks, guinea 
pigs and rabbits. Students also participated in feeding 
ducks, goats and alpacas. On the day, students had the 
chance to experience a cool tractor ride around the farm. 
To top of the adventurous day, students 
enjoyed a light cracker and butter snack 
that they helped make. Students helped 

milk Pip the cow, then used 
their super muscles to churn 
the milk in a special barrel until 
it became butter. How cool is 
that? Our little farmers were 
exhausted after their hard day 
of work and boarded the bus to 
safely return to 
school. 

NOVEMBER NOVEMBER NOVEMBER
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Animal Land Farm cont’d
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The Year 4 students participated in 
Taskworks as a part of their Integrated 
Studies topic, Forces and Motion. This 
incursion was specifically created, designed 
and built to fit the physical sciences 
component of the Victorian Curriculum with 
direct links to Design and Technology. All 
the activities were hands-on and required 
a team work, effective communication and 
persistence. 

Our Year 4 students learnt that forces 
can be exerted by one object on another 
through direct contact or from a distance. 
They also had the opportunity to investigate 
how forces and the properties of materials 
affect the behaviour of a product or system. 

Students experienced all the activities 
and given that each activity required 
a combination of different skills, each 
child is sure to find an activity they 
thoroughly enjoyed. The six task activities 
supplemented a variety of curriculum areas 
including Maths, Health & PE, the Arts, 
Science and Technology and promote the 
development of the skills such as; motor 
skills (coordination), problem solving skills, 
teamwork, communication, leadership, 
initiative, creativity and competition. 
Skills encouraged in current teaching and 
learning programs, which prepare 
students for success in education, 
work and life. 

The incursion offered students a 
chance to immerse themselves in 
mechanical, electrical and pneumatic 
design. It also displayed the basic 
operation of various machines as well 
as understanding light and sound. 

Overall, it was a great learning 
experience for our students where 
they had a chance to participate, 
learnt the different ways the forces 
can be exerted and three laws of 
motions work with different examples 
in different real life scenarios.

Taskworks 

NOVEMBER NOVEMBER NOVEMBER
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Taskworks cont’d
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On Thursday 14 November we had the 
pleasure of hosting the maiden ATCino 
Competition. The aim being to find a new 
addition of a yummy chilled drink and 
add it to the drinks menu in ATCino. It 
was promising to see that all of nearly 20 
entries had something unique and very 
tasteful to offer, which made selecting a 
winner extremely difficult.  The selection 
of drinks that were skilfully constructed 
ranged from, Mango Blast to a very 
chocolatey Oreo Smash. The drinks all 
looked amazing as you can see from 
the photos provided and we would like 
to acknowledge all the contestants in 
this competition listed below. 

Students who competed:
Asiyah Abu Jaffa 1A
Ayah Abu Jaffar 3G
Wahay Christi 5A
Fajn Ali 5B
Eshal Bangash 5B
Asanti 5B
Kadija Kamereddine 5B
Maryam Safi 5E
Kadiata Komen 5E
Howada El Jassan 5G
Sivan Dine 5G
Ibrahim Osman Yr 9 

The drinks were all very tasty and looked 
amazing. There were two finalists, Asanti 
and Khadija Kamereddine from 5B. Their 
drinks not only looked amazing and 
colorful, but were also yummy!! On this 
occasion we selected   Asanti from 5B as 
the winner of this Competition. The drink 
she entered into the competition, titled, 
Mango Blast, was wholseome, healthy, 
well presented and very yummy!! Asanti’s 
drink will be inducted into the ATCino 
menu for a short period of time and she 
will have her name on the cups serving 
the new drink.

Again, a huge congratulations to all 
participants!!

ATCino Competition
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Y12 Final Camp
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An annual tradition, the Islamic Department organised 
the Golden Star excursion for our well-deserved students 
mashaAllah. They attended popular parks where they 
shared a delicious BBQ and some fun sports games 
alhamdulillah. Well done to all the grades that attended: 
1H, 2B, 4G, 5E, 6D!! 

A short write up of the event has been written by one of 
our lovely students.

Last week, my class won the golden stars for the first 
time! It was very exciting and because we won the golden 
stars we went on a free excursion. We went on the 28 
of November, 2019. The teachers we went with were Mr 
Xhelil, Mr Ali, Ms Nour, and Ms Kass. We had a barbecue. 
Mr Ali and Mr Xhelil cooked the barbcue for us . We also 
done some fun sports activities with Mr Ali and Ms Kass 
I loved it there, it was amazing, fun, and exciting and it 
was our first time winning the golden stars it was a really 
good experience.
Almaz Melhem 4G

Golden Stars
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Pt Cook Visit
Al-Taqwa Masjid hosted a large group of Year 5 and 6 
students from our neighbouring Point Cook P-9 College. 
The students heard a speech about Islam by Sheikh 
Warsama and also toured the building. We were very 
pleased with their exceptional behaviour and questions 

they posed -- showing how engaged they were learning 
about our religion. We hope to have imparted the peaceful 
ways of Islam to our visitors and helped shape their views 
of muslims in their community.

https://www.facebook.com/Point-Cook-P-9-College-853736544662344/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARABkrsHr8lJq4xuEjGwp5b5XrQvGgDzmTJ2BMn-22OEXGx2toFCsFl4uviXiR6mms6gDhaVf4KTpCwK&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA1Ki_UN2M8w2wgzqYMbuKntB2Caf-JgoTGn6QD7DenMRk2JkF9uJeWlV50rzWxRfg6vBNamyQaYjSktJtV2sXJkqKo1TMyOljAKKCRWRjUOTcf6dfPFQMewYH3JneggTEK9vsqmKtToDDdSXPgRM6nKwsgUBOmq7L_UDi9rraDw2YGIA7jNCecLwa4kxr8tHLXVY4ZcgZeIkhAn5mHi1CibcElS5RZMk2eZRy3qDgvqgKHr-DF94bZuTM45VYfWQLhMqeK5oZYvprzIM4SC0VgPsMclrYhlPJfz_5mA-bu30Sme8ncMpmqLdCU-ApNskGitQXy-xaha1vmEmm73rQmCCLs
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DECEMBER DECEMBER DECEMBER

This year the College replaced Vision Night with Excellence 
Day to celebrate student achievements throughout the year.

Excellence Day

DECEMBER DECEMBER DECEMBER
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DECEMBER DECEMBER DECEMBER

Excellence Day cont’d
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Excellence Day cont’d

CLASS OF 2019 CLASS OF 2019
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LINKS & ARTICLES LINKS & ARTICLES

LINKS
Throughout the year various videos were produced by our Media 
Department. Below are links to these videos for you to enjoy
Welcome to Foundation
Open Day Highlights
Christchurch Together We Stand 
Day of Solidarity
ATC Now! Episode 401
Oliver Phomnavanh  
Coles Rainbow Challenge 
Ramadan Video
Eid Al Fitr
Quince Tree
Layla’s Condition:  Focus on Ability Short Film Festival
ATC Now! Episode 402 Ramadan Edition
The Palm Tree
ATCino Café Promotion
Morris Gleitzman Interview
Islamic Values
Love Your Locals @ Werribee Range Zoo
Love Your Locals Orange Bellied Parrot
Masterchef Make Your Own Granola
Breakfast Club  
Mr Hurdwell and the Custodian
ATC Now! Episode 403
All Fired up! A Grade 6 Video
100 Days of Foundation 2019
Introduction to SchoolBox at Al-Taqwa
College Courtroom Cases

ARTICLES
Wyndham Unites Over Kiwi Attacks - Star Weekly
Coles Rainbow Challenge - Star Weekly
PESA Competition Adjudicator - VCAA
ATCino A Hit - Star Weekly
Victoria’s Fastest Growing School - The Age

Links & Articles

https://vimeo.com/314684273
https://vimeo.com/261781115
https://www.facebook.com/altaqwacollege/videos/815017995529464/
https://vimeo.com/329732882/2d6e2fa0d2
https://vimeo.com/328093797
https://vimeo.com/312850683
https://www.facebook.com/altaqwacollege/videos/472919439915894/
https://vimeo.com/218881411
https://youtu.be/pbOR-QoxeXo
https://vimeo.com/322157428
https://www.focusonability.com.au/FOA/films/1896.html
https://vimeo.com/343126031/c843f24c1a
https://vimeo.com/342660304
https://vimeo.com/352851137
https://vimeo.com/352832682
https://vimeo.com/350882732
https://vimeo.com/359202877/bd23194c67
https://vimeo.com/357452967/e637b82fc2
https://vimeo.com/354772388
https://vimeo.com/355012136
https://vimeo.com/360695207/468941454c
https://vimeo.com/367893056/4bb0f366e1
https://vimeo.com/375313256/cd8f77232d
https://vimeo.com/356086706
https://vimeo.com/360407433/e5bedd3518
https://vimeo.com/276382368
https://www.starweekly.com.au/news/wyndham-unites-over-kiwi-attacks
https://www.starweekly.com.au/news/kids-vid-is-top-viewing
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/…/2…/049JuneVCAABulletin2019.pdf
https://www.starweekly.com.au/news/cafe-has-bean-a-hit/
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/victoria-s-fastest-growing-schools-20190908-p52p4j.html
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LINKS & ARTICLES LINKS & ARTICLES

AL-TAQWA COLLEGE

201 SAYERS ROAD TRUGANINA 3029

T 9269 5000

T 9269 5070

WWW.AL-TAQWA.VIC.EDU.AU

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!
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